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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to form an input-output table for the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality by
means of the non-survey method that is based on the estimates of the location quotient, which is derived from the
South African National Social Accounting Matrix (SAM). The Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality is a
region with major potential in its economic development and growth structures since it is host to the largest
Industrial Development Zone (IDZ) in Southern Africa. Economic trends and economic analysis present imperative
information that illustrates the strength of the region and the neighbouring population. The information provided
from the economic analysis can support businesses and potential investors in making strategic judgements
concerning the development in a community. The data can also be utilised to classify possible opportunities as the
central region in the community. These probable opportunities may cause the speci�c region’s connection to the
regions industry, local amenities and institutions. The �rst step in the investigation will be to acquire the input-output
table for the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality originating from the South African national input-output
table by means of the Flegg technique, which is an established systemic method to measure the input coe�cient of
a given sub-national economy with indication to a speci�c time period. The Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan
Municipality is a region with a rich history and the potential for growth is signi�cant. Policy direction within the
region should focus more on agricultural production, manufacturing, �nance and trade, which will enable economic
growth and employment opportunities. 

1. Introduction
The Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality is a region with major potential in its economic development
and growth structures since it is host to the largest Industrial Development Zone (IDZ) in Southern Africa (Nelson
Mandela Bay Municipality, 2020:29). The performance of an economy is occasionally di�cult to explore
immediately; however, economic trends and economic analysis present imperative information that illustrates the
strength of the region as well as the neighbouring population. The information provided from the economic analysis
can support businesses and potential investors to make strategic judgements concerning the development in a
community (Ryan, 2011:1). The data can also be utilised to classify possible opportunities as the central region in
the community. These probable opportunities may cause the speci�c region’s connection to the region’s industry,
local amenities and institutions (Ryan, 2011:1).

One of the methods to analyse industry performance is the use of input-output tables, which model record the “�ows
of products from each sector re�ected as a producer to each of the industries measured as consumers” (Sargento,
2009:7). The fundamental applications of the input-output model were made at a country-wide level. However, the
signi�cance in expanding the application of the same structure to a sub-regional unit different from the country that
led to the reformation in the national model, creates a set of regional input-output models (Sargento, 2009:7). Often
the regional input-output tables are obtained from the national input-output tables under the hypothesis that the
regional production technologies, as indicated in input coe�cients, are equal to those of the whole nation (Bon�glio,
2009:115)

An input-output (I-O) table is signi�ed by the basis for developing SAMs (social accounting matrixes), which entail
knowledge of all �ows of goods and services among a speci�c period (Bon�glio & Chelli, 2008:244). This entails the
collection of a large volume of data, which is di�cult to obtain and use. To simplify the input-output tables, an
alternative method is used, with three tactics, including the non-survey, hybrid and survey approaches. The non-
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survey method will be used to obtain the elements of a transactions table from the national table through numerous
adjustment techniques (Bon�glio & Chelli, 2008:244).

The regional input-output tables differ from those of the national input-output tables since the productive
arrangement of each region is detailed; secondly, the more modest the focusing economy, the more it depends on
other regions for importation (Sargento, 2009:7). Choosing the ideal input-output model will depend on the following
factors: (a) the number of regions taken into account, (b) the signi�cance of interregional linkages, (c) the scale of
interregional trade �ows, and (d) the style of hypothesis presumed to assess the trade coe�cients (Sargento,
2009:7).

The single-region model will be utilised in the study since the goal of the single-region input-output model is to
assess the impact of regional output as a result of variations in the regional �nal demand (Sargento, 2009:7). The
aim of this paper is to comprise an input-output table of the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality by
means of the non-survey method, which is based on the calculations of the location quotients, which are derived
from the national social accounting matrix (SAM).

The �rst step in the analysis will focus on acquiring the input-output table for the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan
Municipality, which is derived from the South African national input-output table by means of the Flegg et al.
location quotient (FLQ), which is a prevalent systemic technique to assess the input coe�cient of a given sub-
national economy with indication to a given time period. The following step is to calculate technical coe�cient, also
known as the A-matrix, which can be de�ned as the input requirements (number of commodities) for one unit of
output.

After the calculation of the technical coe�cient, the Leontief inverse was calculated, which can be interpreted as the
coe�cients that signify the impact of one unit change in the exogenic �nal demand on the total output of the
industry. After calculating the Leontief inverse matrix, the following step was to provide a detailed description of
each sector of the economy by evaluating the forward and backward linkages, and the �nal demand multipliers
(Type I).

2. The Structure Of The Input-output Table
The national input-output models are a reference to the operational investigations of basic economic processes
within a country or region (Sargento, 2009:6). Cameron (2003:1) explains that the input-output analysis is a
systemic framework with the essential aim to investigate the linkages of industries within an economy. 

Table 1 is the input-output table. Firstly, the rows of the input-output table signify the supply sector, which shows the
intermediate inputs as well as the GVA, all of which are equal to the national production (gross inputs). The columns
of the input-output table exemplify the demand sector, which includes both the intermediate demand as well as the
�nal demand. 

The intermediate demand shows the goods and services produced (inputs), while the �nal demand indicates the
total demand by government, households, consumption, capital formation and exports. As seen in Table 1, the total
output (last column) and the national production (gross inputs of last row) should be equal, since the total input
should equal total output in all sectors of the economy.

3. Methodology
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3.1 Research design
The primary aim of this study is to evaluate the industry performance of the various sectors of the Nelson Mandela
Bay Metropolitan Municipality through the non-survey method, which is based on the calculations of the location
quotient, which are derived from the national social accounting matrix (SAM). For each industry within the
municipality, the aim is to evaluate its economic performance by means of the GVA and employment, the industry’s
forward and backward linkages with the other industries in the economy, and lastly to evaluate the multiplier effects
( i.e. �nal demand multipliers type I and type II) for a total of 10 sectors in the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan
Municipality.

3.2 Study area and sample
The study was conducted in the Eastern Cape Province of South Africa, situated in the Nelson Mandela Bay
Metropolitan Municipality. The reason for choosing the speci�c study region is because the COEGA IDZ is situated
within the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality, which is the largest IDZ and longest active operational
IDZ in South Africa. The speci�c region was also chosen due to the impact of the IDZ’s operational procedures and
its valuable linkages with other sectors of the local economy.

3.3 Data collection method
The non-survey method was utilised to acquire the input-output tables, which were derived from the South African
national input-output table, otherwise known as the social accounting matrix (SAM). SAM can be de�ned as the
“demonstration of System of National Account (SNA) accounts in a matrix which particularizes the linkages
between supply and use tables and institutional sector accounts” (Statistics South Africa, 2005:i). The method used
to calculate the input-output table is based on a single region non-survey method that is based on the calculation of
the location quotient (Szabó, 2015:50).

3.3.1 The standard location quotient (SLQ)
The standard location quotient is used as an indicator to categorise the clustering of industries within a speci�c
region or country (Strotebeck, 2010:1). The standard location quotient is valuable to see whether the employment is
above or below the national average for the industry in question (Strotebeck, 2010:1). The indicator exempli�es the
in�uence of employment that a speci�c industry such as the agricultural sector has in a speci�c region in correlation
with the employment levels of the agricultural sector within a country. The location quotient for a region i can be
presented in Eq. 1:

   =  / …………………………………..………………………………………………………(1)

where:

   = Industry employment  in subregion 

   = Overall employment in subregion 

   = Industry employment  in region 

   = Overall employment in region 

3.3.2 The cross-industry location quotient (CILQ)
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After the calculation of the standard location quotient (SLQ), the following step is to calculate the CILQ which
amends the coe�cients only by the rows as supposed to the columns. The CILQ therefore takes into account both
the producer  and the purchaser , which can affect the ability for individual supply within the region (Schaffer &
Chu, 1969). The CILQ function can be represented in Eq. 2:

    =  ………………………………………………………………………………………(2)

The CILQ function is based on two vectors of similar elements, which are the GVA (a) and the country (b), which
replaces an array . The logic of the CILQ can be reasoned as follows: If the share of sector  within the area
is greater than the share of sector  in the similar region, then the area can reassure industry  input requirement
in industry  ( >1).

3.3.3 The Flegg et al. location quotient (FLQ) (a,b,c function)
The Flegg et al, location quotient (FLQ) is derived from the cross-industry location quotient (CILQ) and is used as an
alteration of both the SLQ and the CILQ. Bakhtiari and Dehghanizadeh (2012:6905) explain that the FLQ provides a
feasible presentation of a location quotient whereby the size of the region is exposed in the calculation thereof. The
FLQ can be illustrated in Eq. 3:

    = [ (1 - …………………….…………………………….………………. (3)

The symbol φ represents the scope of the area or region; however, the FLQ does not rely too much on the relative size
of the area, but rather on the the size of the producer and purchasing sector and the comparative specialisation
within the region (Szabó, 2015:52). However, the region does play a signi�cant role in the calculation of the FLQ,
since the larger the value of φ, the greater the value of the FLQ will be. In simple terms, the FLQ can be illustrated in
Eq. 4:

    × ................................. (4)

As illustrated in the equation above, the FLQ is a basic calculation of an SLQ multiplied by the regional share of GDP
in percentage (%).

3.3.4 Regional Flegg location quotient (regio FLQ)
The following step is to calculate the regional FLQ, and is illustrated in Eq. 5:

   ×  + * * )………….………………….……..……….………(5)

The  function is obtained by procuring the regional coe�cients from the national coe�cients  by
utilising the  coe�cients. The RegioFLQ performs on two vectors of the same measurement, which are the
value-added for the region (a) and the country (b), the delta coe�cient (c) and the matrix  is the national
technical coe�cient.

3.3.5 Regional intermediate use/sales matrix
The next step is to estimate the regional intermediate use/sales matrix, which is based on the coe�cients attained
from the , which are multiplied by the region’s intermediate use/costs. The intermediate costs are
calculated as follows: 
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. The regional
intermediate use/sale matrix will indicate the numerical values for all ten industries. Once the regional intermediate
use/sales matrix has been estimated, the following step is to add all the other data, such as the value-added
variables and total demand within the input-output table.

3.3.6 Regional input-output table (balanced)
Once the regional intermediate use/sales matrix has been calculated, the following step is to determine the regional
input-output table (balanced). The input-output table for the region is estimated whereby all the cells within the table
must be estimates; however, this is obtained with the relevant data for the region; the input-output table calculated is
accurate (Szabó, 2015:54). The RAS method is then used to develop the input-output. The RAS method is utilised to
develop the input-output templates by means of calculating the method of automatic adjustment of a matrix by
columns and rows (Trinh & Phong, 2013:133).

3.3.7 Determining the Leontief inverse
The next step of the input-output analyses was to determine the Leontief inverse. If the  matrix is positive and
non-singular, then the non-negative description to the method can be represented in Eq. 6:

6
………………………………………………………………………………….……..
However, the Leontief inverse exempli�es that  is the Leontief inverse, which is also known as the multiplier
matrix, matrix of multipliers or the non-negative solution of the input-output model and can be presented in Eq. 7:

7
……………………..………………………………………………………………
Where  represents the output vector,  is the �nal demand,  represents the technical coe�cient matrix and 

 demonstrates the Leontief inverse matrix (Mun-Heng, 1998:1). The Leontief inverse can be clari�ed as
coe�cients that indicate the effect of one unit change in the exogenous demand on the total output of the industry
(Mun-Heng, 1998:1). The Type I inverse matrix illustrates how many of each sector’s output is required in terms of
both the indirect and direct requirements to manufacture one unit of a sector’s output (D’Hernoncourt et al., 2011:10)
and can be illustrated in Eq. 8. Table 2 indicates the identity matrix and Type I multiplier Leontief inverse.

8
……………………………………………………………….…………………………….......
where:

L = Leontief inverse matrix, I = identity matrix and A = technical coe�cient matrix

After calculating the technical coe�cients, the I matrix (identity matrix) and the Leontief matrix, it is possible to
calculate the �nal demand multipliers. Table 3 indicates the �nal demand multipliers (Type I). This model was used
in the study to determine both the positive (i.e., establishing a new sector within the region) and negative (i.e., an
external shock and disinvestment) changes within the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality on variables

Regionalintermediateuseorsalesmatrix = RegioFLQ ∗ Intermediateuseorsales

I − A

Y = (X − AX)

I − A
−1

X = (I − A)−1
Y

X Y A

I − A
−1

L = (I − A)
−1
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such as employment, income, tax multipliers and value added (Slabbert, 2005:46). This speci�c model was used to
represent various economic relations (interregional and intraregional) for the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan
Municipality to evaluate the direct and indirect impacts in the �nal demand for both income and employment.

With more attentiveness and emphasis on the regional level in the advanced development of the literature, the focus
of the input-output analysis research has been adjusted from the national level to a more decisive regional level
(Szabó, 2015:44). With a signi�cant attentiveness towards the evaluation and analyses of regional development,
combined with other distinguished methods of data availability, the attention on regional development methods and
evaluations gained more attentiveness towards the single region input-output table and analysis (Lindberg, 2010:1). 

The regionalised input-output tables utilised in this study for the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality are
ready-made input-output tables, which means they have collective characteristics such as: (i) they depend on
national input-output tables and regional level employment and labour data, (ii) the customers are presumed to have
comparable preferences, and (iii) they are applied using a parallel method (Boero, Edwards & Rivera, 2018:227).

The non-survey method is utilised in this study by means of direct coe�cients of the most current national input-
output table at our disposal being calculated, otherwise known as the SAM (Boero, Edwards & Rivera, 2018:227).
Secondly, using the many deviations of the tactic of LQs for each industry comprises various location quotients
such as the SLQ, the FLQ as well as the semilogarithmic location quotient (RLQ) (Bonfoglio & Chelli, 2008:245). 

3.4.8 Estimating the forward and backward linkages
Substantial backward linkages indicate that the production of output involves broad intermediate inputs from other
industries within a region (Ncube & Tregenna, 2021:12). Forward linkages, on the other hand, are the straight
converse of the backward linkages since a considerable amount of its total output is utilised by other industries as
intermediate inputs to their total production (Dine, 2019:310). The input-output analysis is classi�ed into the
following categories, as shown by Temursho (2016:12), indicated in Table 4.

 The �rst classi�cation is the weak linkages (W), meaning they are not strongly connected to the additional
industries both in terms of their output supply and input demand, meaning that both their forward and backward
linkages are less than 1.

 (B) is the opposite of (W), since a numerical value >1 has strong backward linkages. 

 (F) is a representation of industries with strong forward linkages, which are greater than economy-wide average of
forward linkages of all sectors; however, it does not have strong backward linkages.

 The key sector (K) is a ‘leading industry’, which is strongly linked to other industries both from the output supply
chains and input demand in which the industry has good forward and backward linkages greater than 1.

4. Results And Discussion
4.1 An analysis of the 2020 input-output table for the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality 

Table 5 is an illustration of the 2020 input-output table for the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality. The
calculation of the input-output table for the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality was utilised by means of
the non-survey method and the calculation, therefore, was utilised by means of the RAS method. The columns
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represent the demand per sector (intermediate demand and �nal demand), which equals the total output. The rows
represent the total supply per sector (intermediate input and GVA), which equals the total national production (gross
inputs). 

The manufacturing sector [SIC3] indicated that the industry itself produced R76 306 million in output within the
2020 �scal year. The input-output table tells us that it used R13 181 million in products from the wholesale and retail
trade (17, 91%), R4 116 million in transport and storage (5,39%), and R3 618 million in �nance and insurance
(4,74%). The manufacturing sector also used R27 903 million (36.57%) of the domestic manufacturing sector, which
can be in the form of petroleum products, metal products, electrical machinery and textiles. 

The second largest sector, �nance and insurance [SIC 8], shows that the industry produced R42 012 million in output
for the 2020 �nancial year. The input-output table further illustrates that it used R3 224 million in products from the
manufacturing sector (7.67%), and R2 238 million in products and services from the community services (5.33%). 

Table 5 further illustrates the intermediate demand as well as the �nal demand and the intermediate input and GVA.
The total demand (columns) should be equal the total output (rows) for each of the sectors.   

4.2 An analysis of the 2020 A-matrix (technical coe�cients) for the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality 

Table 6 is an illustration of the technical coe�cients, also known as the A-matrix. The technical coe�cient is
described as the input requirements (number of commodities) needed for one unit of output (Ten Raa, 2006:14). The
technical coe�cient can be measured through the requirements needed for numerous input units needed to produce
one unit of output; for example, the amount of baking �our to produce one cake. 

For example, when looking at Table 6, it illustrates that in the transport and storage sector you will need 0.102 units
of products within the transport and storage sector to produce one unit of goods in the mining sector. The table also
illustrates that you will need 0.173 units within the manufacturing sector to produce/supply one unit in the
wholesale and retail trade industry. The calculation of these technical coe�cients is broad; however, it indicates how
much one industry needs to put in (in terms of supply) to acquire one unit of output in another industry. 

As illustrated in Table 6, the total output coe�cient for transport and storage is 0.428; however, various calculations
can be used to calculate the total number of inputs that are needed to acquire an output coe�cient of 0.5 or more. In
other words, the role of the technical coe�cient is to illustrate the numerical values that are needed to produce one
output for a speci�c industry or sector. 

Let us say, for instance, that the Nelson Mandela Bay Metro wants to expand its transport and storage sector, then
the total inputs required by the sectors, including the manufacturing, construction and wholesale and retail trade, will
need to increase to obtain a larger output for the storage and transport sector. The technical coe�cients are useful
in the local economy to establish which industries have the greatest impact on the local economy in terms of the
overall input-output coe�cient matrices. 

The impact analyses of the technical coe�cient are functional because they can justify what the effect on other
industries will be if there is a critical shock in one of the industries. The impact analyses of the technical coe�cients
are useful, since they can explain what the impact on other industries will be if there is a severe shock in one of the
industries. 
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For example, let us say that there is a severe shock in the Nelson Mandela Bay Metro and the Coega IDZ needs to
shut down (which causes the total manufacturing output to decrease by 50%); this will cause a major downturn and
halve the inputs in various sectors, which will cause sectors such as the construction industry’s total output to
decline by 0.150 and effectively cause major job losses, as well as losses in production for various other industries
and sectors of the local economy. 

4.3 An analysis of the 2020 Leontief inverse matrix (forward and backward linkages and multiplier analysis) for the
Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality 

4.3.1 Primary sector

The �rst analysis involves the primary sector, which includes agriculture, forestry and �shing as well as mining and
quarrying. The forward and backward linkages for each industry will be explained, and secondly, the �nal demand
multipliers (Type I) will be evaluated. Table 7 represents the Leontief inverse matrix, while Table 8 shows the �nal
demand multipliers (Types I and II)

4.3.1.1 Agriculture, forestry and �shing

(a) Forward and backward linkages

The backward linkage for agriculture, forestry and �shing is 0.985, which is strong; however, the numerical value is
not higher than 1, showing weak sectoral linkages. The forward linkages show that the numerical value is 0.589,
which is weak – both the forward and backward linkages are weak (W) for the agricultural sector. Capable value
chains are needed within the Nelson Mandela Bay region to improve its overall sectoral linkages with other
industries. 

(b) Final demand multipliers – Type I

According to the Northern Ireland Statistics and Research Agency (NIRSA) (2021), the Type I multipliers or supplier
linkage effects include both indirect and direct effects only. The Type I multiplier is used to assess the in�uence on
the supply chain stemming from an increase in the total output to meet demand. 

An increase in the �nal demand of the agricultural sector of, let us assume R1 000 000 per annum, will have the
following impact:

Income/remuneration earned by households will increase by R340 000. 

The total GVA will increase by R900 000.

Job opportunities (total number of jobs) will increase by an added 7.92 workers.

Total output within the region will increase by a signi�cant R1 730 000.

An increase in investments of agriculture will aid the region in terms of employment opportunities, especially since
the Eastern Cape has a high unemployment rate. The potential for agriculture is there, especially when considering
the signi�cant increase of employment by 14.3% from 2014 to 2019.

4.3.1.2 Mining and quarrying

(a) Forward and backward linkages
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The backward linkage for mining and quarrying is 0.985, which shows that there are weak sectoral linkages between
the mining and quarrying sector and the other sectors of the economy. The forward linkages for mining and
quarrying show a numerical value of 0.572, which shows that the sector has an insigni�cant amount of total output
used by other industries as intermediate inputs to their total production within the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan
Municipality. 

(b) Final demand multipliers – Type I

An increase in the �nal demand of the mining and querying sector of, let us assume R1 000 000 per annum, will
have the following impact:

Income/remuneration earned by households will increase by R420 000.

The total GVA will increase by R900 000.

Job opportunities (total number of jobs) will increase by an added 1.82 workers.

Total output within the region will increase by a signi�cant R1 620 000.

An increase in investment of mining and querying will not have a signi�cant impact on the local economy due to its
insigni�cant contribution to total job opportunities, the lack of income and an inadequate competitive advantage in
terms of employment within the sector. 

4.3.2    Secondary sector

The second analysis involves the secondary sector, which includes manufacturing, electricity, gas and water, and
construction. The forward and backward linkages for each industry will be explained, and secondly, the �nal demand
multipliers (Type I) will be evaluated. 

4.3.2.1 Manufacturing

(a) Forward and backward linkages

The backward linkage for the manufacturing sector is 1.361, which shows that there are strong sectoral linkages
between the manufacturing sector and the other sectors of the economy. The forward linkages for the
manufacturing sector show a numerical value of 2.313, which indicates that the sector has a signi�cant amount of
total output used by other industries as intermediate inputs to their total production within the Nelson Mandela Bay
Metropolitan Municipality. The manufacturing sector is regarded as a key sector within the Nelson Mandela Bay
Metropolitan Municipality, especially considering its strong forward and backward linkages with other sectors of the
economy. 

(b) Final demand multipliers – Type I

An increase in the �nal demand of the manufacturing sector of, let us assume R1 000 000 per annum, will have the
following impact:

Income/remuneration earned by households will increase by R470 000.

The total GVA will increase by R870 000.

Job opportunities (total number of jobs) will increase by an added 2.19 workers.

Total output within the region will increase by a signi�cant R2 400 000.
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An increase in investments of the manufacturing sector shows that it will have a signi�cant impact on the local
economy, especially with regard to employment and total output. The manufacturing sector is a key sector within the
economy due to its strong linkages with other sectors of the economy and its signi�cant contribution towards total
employment. 

4.3.2.2 Electricity, gas and water

(a) Forward and backward linkages

The backward linkage for the electricity, gas and water sector is 0.714, showing weak sectoral linkages between the
electricity, gas and water sector and the other sectors of the economy. The forward linkages (0.662) indicate that
there is an insigni�cant amount of output used by other industries as intermediate inputs to their total production
within the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality. The forward and backward linkages show weak supply
between the electricity, gas and water sector and the other sectors of the economy. 

(b) Final demand multipliers – Type I

An increase in the �nal demand of the electricity, gas and water sector of, let us assume R1 000 000 per annum, will
have the following impact:

Income/remuneration earned by households will increase by R300 000.

The total GVA will increase by R910 000.

Job opportunities (total number of jobs) will increase by an added 0.49 workers.

Total output within the region will increase by a signi�cant R1 260 000.

An increase in investments of the electricity, gas and water sector will not have a signi�cant impact on the local
economy, especially in terms of total employment and total output. This sector is not a key sector within the
economy due to its weak linkages with other sectors of the economy and its insigni�cant contribution towards total
output and employment. 

4.3.2.3 Construction

(a) Forward and backward linkages

The backward linkage for construction is 1.343, showing strong sectoral linkages between construction and the
other sectors of the economy. The forward linkages (0.726) show that there is an insigni�cant amount of output
used by other industries as intermediate inputs to their total production within the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan
Municipality. The construction industry is classi�ed as a strong backward linkage sector (B); however, there is an
insigni�cant amount of the construction sectors’ total output that is used by other industries for production. 

Final demand multipliers – Type I

An increase in the �nal demand of the construction sector of, let us assume R1 000 000 per annum, will have the
following impact:

Income/ remuneration earned by households will increase by R440 000.

The total GVA will increase by R870 000.
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Job opportunities (total number of jobs) will increase by an added 2.93 workers.

Total output within the region will increase by a signi�cant R2 360 000.

An investment in the construction industry will have a signi�cant impact on total output and create more job
opportunities. The sector creates su�cient backward linkages for the other sectors of the economy and the
investment in construction towards new projects and plans will help the local economy signi�cantly towards total
output. 

4.3.3    Tertiary sector

The third analysis involves the tertiary sector, which includes wholesale and retail trade, catering and
accommodation, transport, storage and communication, �nance, real estate and business services, general
government and lastly community, social and personal services. The forward and backward linkages for each
industry will be explained, and secondly, the �nal demand multipliers (Type I and Type II) will be evaluated. 

4.3.3.1 Wholesale and retail trade, catering, and accommodation

(a) Forward and backward linkages

The backward linkage for wholesale and retail trade is 0.877, showing weak sectoral linkages between wholesale
and retail trade and the other sectors of the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality economy. The forward
linkage is 1.378; however, it shows that the sector has a signi�cant amount of its output being used by the other
industries as intermediate inputs to their total production within the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality.
The wholesale and retail trade industry is classi�ed as a sector with weak backward linkages, but a strong forward
linkage sector (F). 

(b) Final demand multipliers – Type I

The increase in �nal demand of the wholesale and retail trade sector of R1 000 000 per annum will have a
signi�cant impact on the following aspects:

Income/remuneration earned by households will increase by R410 000.

The total GVA will increase by R910 000.

Job opportunities (total number of jobs) will increase by an added 2.85 workers.

Total output within the region will increase by a signi�cant R1 540 000.

An investment in the wholesale and retail industry will have a signi�cant impact on total output and create moderate
potential job opportunities. The sector, however, does not create su�cient backward linkages for other sectors of the
economy, but creates su�cient forward linkages for other sectors of the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan
Municipality. 

4.3.3.2 Transport, storage and communication

(a) Forward and backward linkages

The backward linkage for transport, storage and communication is 1.051, indicating strong sectoral linkages and
supply between the transport and storage industry and other sectors of the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan
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Municipality. The forward linkages (1.020) also show that a signi�cant amount of the transport and storage
industry’s output is used as intermediate inputs towards the total production of the Nelson Mandela Bay
Metropolitan Municipality. The transport, storage and communication sector is a key sector (K), since the forward
and backward linkages are signi�cant, meaning many industries use this sector in its output and intermediate
inputs. 

(b) Final demand multipliers – Type I

The increase in �nal demand of the transport, storage and communication sector of R1 000 000 per annum will
have a signi�cant impact on the following aspects:

Income/ remuneration earned by households will increase by R370 000.

The total GVA will increase by R890 000.

Job opportunities (total number of jobs) will increase by an added 1.77 workers.

Total output within the region will increase by a signi�cant R1 850 000.

An investment in the transport, storage and communication industry will have a signi�cant impact on total output
and create moderate potential job opportunities. The sector creates su�cient forward and backward linkages for
other sectors within the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality. 

4.3.3.3 Finance, real estate and business services

(a) Forward and backward linkages

The backward linkage for �nance, insurance, real estate and business services is 1.011, showing strong sectoral
linkages and supply between the �nance, insurance and real estate industry and other sectors of the Nelson
Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality. The forward linkages (1.381) also show that a signi�cant amount of the
�nancial industry’s output is used as intermediate inputs towards the total production of the Nelson Mandela Bay
Metropolitan Municipality. The �nance, insurance, real estate and business services are a key sector (K), since the
forward and backward linkages are signi�cant, meaning many industries use this sector in its output and
intermediate inputs. 

(b) Final demand multipliers – Type I

The increase in �nal demand of the �nance, insurance, real estate and business services of R1 000 000 per annum
will have a signi�cant impact on the following aspects:

Income/ remuneration earned by households will increase by R410 000.

The total GVA will increase by R900 000.

Job opportunities (total number of jobs) will increase by an added 2.26 workers.

Total output within the region will increase by a signi�cant R1 780 000.

An investment in the �nance, insurance, real estate and business services industry will have a signi�cant impact on
total output and create moderate potential job opportunities. The sector creates su�cient forward and backward
linkages for other sectors within the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality.

4.3.3.4 General government
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(a) Forward and backward linkages

The backward linkage for the government sector is 0.721, indicating weak sectoral linkages and supply between the
government and other sectors of the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality. The forward linkages (0.626)
also show that an insigni�cant amount of the government sector output is used in other sectors. The government
sector is a weak sector (W), since the forward and backward linkages are insigni�cant, meaning the industries do not
use this sector in its output and intermediate inputs. 

(b) Final demand multipliers – Type I

The increase in �nal demand of the government services of R1 000 000 per annum will have a signi�cant
impact/effect on the following aspects:

Income/remuneration earned by households will increase by R760 000.

The total GVA will increase by R920 000.

Job opportunities (total number of jobs) will increase by an added 2.24 workers.

Total output within the region will increase by a signi�cant R1 270 000.

The government does not provide adequate forward and backward linkages within the economy; however, the local
community is largely dependent on government for income, job opportunities and total output. 

4.3.3.5 Community, social and personal services

Forward and backward linkages

The backward linkage for the government sector is 1.011, indicating strong sectoral linkages and supply between
the community, social and personal services and other sectors of the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan
Municipality. The forward linkages (0.735) show that an insigni�cant amount of the community services output is
used in other sectors. The community, social and personal services have a strong backward linkage (B); however, the
forward linkage within the sector is insigni�cant. 

Final demand multipliers – Type I

The increase in �nal demand of the government services of R1 000 000 per annum will have a signi�cant impact on
the following aspects:

Income/remuneration earned by households will increase by R510 000.

The total GVA will increase by R890 000.

Job opportunities (total number of jobs) will increase by an added 5.22 workers.

Total output within the region will increase by a signi�cant R1 790 000.

Community, social and personal services do not provide adequate forward and backward linkages within the
economy; however, the local community is largely dependent on community services for income, job opportunities
and total output./p>

5. Conclusion And Recommendations
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The 2020 input-output table of the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality showed that the manufacturing
sector, �nance, and insurance sector as well as the wholesale and retail trade sector contribute signi�cantly towards
total output and total demand. This means that the region is highly dependent on these sectors for local economic
growth, job creation and overall trade activities. 

Considering the Leontief inverse matrix, which can be explained as coe�cients that show the in�uence of a one-unit
alteration in the total output of the industry as well as the effect of a one-unit change in the exogenous demand on
total output of the industry (Mun-Heng, 1998:1). The Leontief inverse matrix for the Nelson Mandela Bay
Metropolitan Municipality also showed the forward and backward linkages for the ten sectors of the economy. The
sectors that are key within the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality include manufacturing, transport,
storage, communication, and �nance, insurance, real estate, and business services. The industry with weak linkages
includes agriculture, forestry and �shing, mining and quarrying, electricity, gas and water as well as the general
government. 

The industries that have a signi�cant forward linkage include wholesale and retail trade, catering, and
accommodation, meaning that the relationship in the supply chain moves products toward the supply chain. The
industries with strong backward linkages include construction as well as community, social and personal services
(meaning its output and production involves extensive intermediate inputs from many other industries within the
same industry). Table 9 illustrates the forward and backward linkages for the various industries within the Nelson
Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality.

The Type I inverse matrix illustrates how many of each sector’s output is required in terms of both the indirect and
direct requirements to manufacture one unit of a sector’s output (D’Hernoncourt et al., 2011:10). Considering the
Type I inverse matrix (or also known as the �nal demand multipliers), the manufacturing sector, construction,
transport, and storage as well as community, social and personal services are sectors that contribute signi�cantly
towards total output within the region. The industries that receive the most earnings include general government,
community, social and personal services as well as manufacturing. The industries that create the most jobs include
agriculture, forestry and �shing, community, social and personal services, construction as well as wholesale and
retail trade, catering, and accommodation. Here are some of the recommendations:

As a result of the low agricultural forward and backward linkages, it is important that the Nelson Mandela Bay
Metropolitan municipality places more emphasis on agricultural production and retail distribution to contribute
towards the total output and GVA within the region; however, as said by Sihlobo (2019), water policies and land
reform remain a focused argument to expand agricultural production. 

From the �nal demand multipliers, it is noticeable that the general government receives the highest income, as
discussed by Phillip (2022), and while the economic hubs such as Gauteng, Western Cape and KwaZulu-Natal
are driven by manufacturing, �nance and trade, the Eastern Cape is driven by the government. The Eastern Cape
should therefore focus more on other sectors of the economy as a technique to improve and progress in terms
of overall economic growth.

The Eastern Cape experiences the highest unemployment rate of 47.4%, while with the expanded de�nition, the
unemployment �gure is 54.5% (Phillips, 2002). To alleviate the high unemployment rates within the region, it is
important that policies are directed towards creating employment opportunities in the manufacturing sector,
especially industries such as textiles, clothing and leather goods, wood and paper, transport equipment and
furniture.
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The Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality is a region with high potential for economic growth and
development. The region has a rich history, and is host to the most important natural resources in the country. Even
though the region is reliant on the government for the majority of its income and earnings, there is major potential
for the region to create more jobs and work opportunities, especially among the youth of the region. The policy
direction by the Metropolitan Municipality should focus on industry development and growth, especially among the
stagnant and non-progressive industries, which will create more employment opportunities and regional growth.
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